
Signs 405 LLC
4307 N Meridian Ave.
Warr Acres, OK 73112

405-470-1616

City of Stillwater, Board of Adjustments Application

Project: Sports Clips
Property:  2307 N. Perkins Rd. Suite B  Stillwater, OK 74075

Legal Description: 
MISC TR 01-19N-02E C-518 (.88acm/l) BEG 87'E & 40.01'N SW/C SW/4; N-180.03' E-198.74' 
S45^E-20.26' S-165.71' W-212.81' POB

To whom it concerns, 

On behalf or Sports Clips, Signs 405 LLC would like to apply for a variance to allow two additional 
signs, one on the Ease side of the building and the other on the North side of the building.

Sec. 23-198 CS Commercial District.
(c) Number of sign permitted. The permited number of signs are as follows:
(1) Monument or poles signs: one per parcel per street frontage.
(2) Other permitted structural signs: one sign per business. 

(1) The application of article VII Sec 23-198 of this chapter to the particular piece of property would 
create an unnecessary hardship; limiting the visibility of the tenants business and ability to serve the 
public.

(2) Such conditions are peculiar to the particular piece of property involved; however the piece of 
property is an outparcel of a large shopping center. It has two full street frontages, as well as being 
clearly visible from the interior of the main building, between which there is an additional access drive.

(3) Relief, if granted, would not cause substantial detriment to the public good, or impair the purposes 
and intent of the ordinance or the comprehensive plan; and would not only benefit the tenant but would 
make identifying the business easy from different ways of approach. 

(4) The variance, if granted, would be the minimum necessary to alleviate the unnecessary hardship 
giving both the public and the business easy identification and accessibility.  
 
Along with the Board of Adjustments application, we have included drawings showing the signs 
locations that have been signed off and approved by the property owners/managers. 

Sincerely, 
Signs 405, LLC


